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Efficient wave propagation on complex domains

By K. Mattsson, F. Ham AND G. Iaccarino

1. Motivation and objectives

In many applications, such as general relativity (see, for example, Szilagyl et al.
(2005)), seismology, and acoustics, the underlying equations are systems of second-order
hyperbolic partial differential equations. However, as pointed out by Kreiss et al. (2002),
with very few exceptions (see for example Kreiss et al. (2002, 2004); Shubin & Bell
(1987); Bamberger et al. (1997); Cohen & Joly (1996)), the equations are rewritten
and solved on first-order form. There are three obvious drawbacks with this approach: 1)
the number of unknowns is doubled, 2) spurious oscillations due to unresolved features
might be introduced, and 3) double resolution (both in time and in each of the spatial di-
mensions) is required to obtain the same accuracy. The reasons for solving the equations
in first-order form are due to the fact that computational methods for first-order hyper-
bolic systems are very well developed, and they are naturally more suited for complex
geometries.

For problems on complex domains it is very difficult to maintain both high-order ac-
curacy and efficiency. To retain high-order accuracy for problems with discontinuities
in the coefficients is another concern (see for example Gustafsson & Mossberg (2004)
and Gustafsson & Wahlund (2004)). High-order finite difference methods are very ac-
curate and efficient on problems that are relatively simple geometrically. In Mattsson &
Nordström (2006) high-order accurate, strictly stable schemes for the wave equations
on discontinuous media were constructed by combining compact Summation-By-Parts
(SBP) operators (constructed in Mattsson & Nordström (2004)) with the projection
method . However, on complex domains it is difficult to obtain a high quality grid that
supports high-order accuracy. In Kreiss et al. (2002, 2004, 2006) a second-order accurate
finite difference method for the wave equation on second-order form was constructed,
where the geometry is handled by embedding the domain into a Cartesian grid. It is
unclear if that technique can be extended to accurately handle discontinuous media.

In this paper we will show how to impose boundary and discontinuous interface con-
ditions in a strictly stable way by combining compact second derivative SBP operators
and the Simultaneous Approximation Term (SAT) method by Carpenter et al. (1994).
To handle complex geometries we will make use of a compact and second-order accurate
Laplacian operator with SBP property on unstructured grids (presented in Ham et al.
(2006) elsewhere in this volume).

In Section 2 we introduce some definitions and discuss the SBP property for the second
derivative. In Section 3 we introduce the numerical method by considering the second-
order wave equation in one dimension (1-D). In Section 4 we verify the accuracy and
stability properties by performing numerical computations on complex geometries using
an unstructured finite volume discretization. In Section 5 we present our conclusions.
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2. Definitions

Definitions are needed to describe the SBP property in detail. For clarity we consider
the 1-D problem. The extension to the 3-D unstructured case is directly related to the
1-D analysis through the use of matrix notation, as will be shown in Section 4.

2.1. The energy method

Let the inner product for real valued functions u, v ∈ L2[0,1] be defined by (u, v) =∫ 1

0
uT v dx, and let the corresponding norm be ‖u‖2 = (u, u). We also introduce a weighted

norm

‖u‖2ω =

∫ 1

0

uT uω(x) dx ,

where ω(x) ∈ L2[0,1] is a positive function. The domain (0 ≤ x ≤ 1) is discretized using
N+1 equidistant grid points,

xi = i h, i = 0, 1..., N, h = 1
N .

The numerical approximation at grid point xi is denoted vi, and the discrete solution
vector is vT = [v0, v1, · · · , vN ]. We define an inner product for discrete, real valued vector-
functions u, v ∈ RN+1 by (u, v)H = uT H v, where H = HT > 0, with a corresponding
norm ‖v‖2H = vT H v.

2.2. Summation-By-Parts property

An SBP operator mimics the behavior of the corresponding continuous operator with
respect to the inner product previously mentioned. Consider the wave equation autt =
(bux)x, x ∈ [0, 1], and a, b > 0. Integration by parts (IBP) leads to

d

dt

(
‖ut‖2a + ‖ux‖2b

)
= 2buux|10 . (2.1)

Consider the semi-discrete approximation AHvtt = (−M + BS)v, where A is the
projection of a onto the diagonal. By multiplying the semi discrete approximation by vTt
and by adding the transpose, we obtain

d

dt

(
‖vt‖2HA + vTMv

)
= 2v0(BSv)0 + 2vN (BSv)N . (2.2)

To obtain (2.2) requires that 1) H > 0 and diagonal, 2) M = MT ≥ 0, and 3) BS mimic
the boundary derivative operator. Formula (2.2) is a discrete analog to the IBP formula
(2.1) in the continuous case. The above procedure is referred to as the energy method.
We introduce the following definition:

Definition 2.1. A difference operator D2 = H−1(−M + BS) approximating (bux)x
is said to be a symmetric second derivative SBP operator if H is diagonal and positive
definite, M is symmetric and positive semi-definite, S includes an approximation of the
first derivative operator at the boundary, and B = diag (−b0, 0 . . . , 0, bN ).

3. Boundary treatment

In this method developed by Carpenter et al. (1994), the boundary conditions are
introduced as a penalty term. When the energy method is applied, a discrete analog to
the continuous energy is obtained.
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Consider the 1-D wave equation on second-order form:

autt = (bux)x + F , 1 ≥ x ≥ 0 , t ≥ 0
u = f1 , ut = f2 , 1 ≥ x ≥ 0 , t = 0 ,

(3.1)

where
√
a−1b = c is the wave speed. For density waves a−1 = ρc2, and b−1 = ρ, where

ρ > 0 is the density of the media. General boundary conditions are given by

Llu = β1u(0, t)− β2b0ux(0, t) + β3ut(0, t) = gl(t)
Lru = β1u(1, t) + β2bNux(1, t) + β3ut(1, t) = gr(t)

. (3.2)

Note that (3.2) includes the special case of Dirichlet boundary conditions (and radiation
boundary conditions. See for example Tsynkov (1998) and Hagstrom (1999)).

3.1. Mixed boundary conditions

We start by considering the case where β2 6= 0, which includes the important case of
Neumann boundary conditions (β1 = 0, β2 = 1, β3 = 0). Assuming zero boundary data
and forcing function F , the energy method leads to

d

dt

(
‖ut‖2a + ‖ux‖2b +

β1

β2
u2

0 +
β1

β2
u2

1

)
= −β3

β2
(u2
t )0 −

β3

β2
(u2
t )1 . (3.3)

Hence, the continuous problem (3.1) and (3.2) have an energy estimate if

β1

β2
≥ 0 ,

β3

β2
≥ 0 . (3.4)

The semi-discrete boundary conditions corresponding to (3.2) can be written

LTl v = β1v0 + β2(BSv)0 + β3(vt)0 = gl
LTr v = β1vN + β2(BSv)N + β3(vt)N = gr ,

(3.5)

where v is the discrete solution vector, S is the boundary derivative operator in Definition
2.1, and B = diag (−b0, 0 . . . , 0, bN ).

The SAT method for the wave equation in second-order form with the boundary con-
ditions (3.2), can be written

HAvtt = (−M +BS)v + τe0

(
LTl v − gl

)
+ τeN

(
LTr v − gr

)
+ F

v = f1, vt = f2, t = 0 .
(3.6)

Lemma 3.1. (3.6) with homogenous data has a non-growing solution if D2 is a sym-
metric SBP operator, τ = 1/β2 and (3.4) hold.

Proof. Let F, gl, gr = 0. Multiplying (3.6) by vTt from the left and adding the trans-
pose leads to

vTt H Avtt + vTttAHvt =− vTt Mv − vTMT vt + 2(vt)0(BSv)0 + 2(vt)N (BSv)N

+ 2τ(vt)0(β1v1 + β2(BSv)0 + β3(vt)0)

+ 2τ(vt)N (β1vN + β2(BSv)N + β3(vt)N )

.

If D2 is a symmetric SBP, operator we obtain

d

dt

(
‖vt‖2HA + vTMv − τβ1v

2
0 − τβ1v

2
N

)
= +τβ3(vt)

2
0 + τβ3(vt)

2
N

+ 2(1 + τβ2)(vt)0(BSv)0 + 2(1 + τβ2)(vt)N (BSv)N

.
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If τ = −1/β2, we obtain an energy estimate completely analogous to (3.3). If (3.4) holds,
we have a non-growing energy.

3.2. Dirichlet boundary conditions

We now consider the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions (β1 = 1, β2 = 0, β3 = 0).
We introduce the following Lemma:

Lemma 3.2. The dissipative part M of a symmetric second-derivative SBP operator
has the following property:

vTMv = h
α

b0
(BSv)2

0 + h
α

bN
(BSv)2

N + vT M̃v , (3.7)

where M̃ is symmetric and positive semi-definite, and α a positive constant, independent
of h.

This was indicated in Carpenter et al. (1999) but never derived explicitly. With Dirich-
let boundary condition (β1 = 1, β2 = 0, β3 = 0) and homogenous data, the energy
method leads to

d

dt

(
‖ut‖2a + ‖ux‖2b

)
= 0 . (3.8)

The SAT method for the wave equation on second-order form and Dirichlet boundary
conditions is given by

HAvtt = (−M +BS)v +ε(BS)T e0 (v0 − gl) + σb0e0 (v0 − gl) + F

+ε(BS)T eN (vN − gr) + σbNeN (vN − gr)
v(0) = f1, vt(0) = f2 .

(3.9)

Lemma 3.3. (3.9) with homogenous data has a non-growing solution if D2 is a sym-
metric SBP operator, σ ≤ − 1

αh , ε = 1, and (3.7) hold.

Proof. Let F, gl, gr = 0. Multiplying (3.9) by vTt from the left and adding the trans-
pose leads to

vTt H Avtt + vTttAHvt =− vTt Mv − vTMT vt + 2(vt)0(BSv)0 + 2(vt)N (BSv)N

+ 2ε(BSvt)0v0 + 2σb0(vt)0v0

+ 2ε(BSvt)NvN + 2σbN (vt)NvN

.

If D2 is a symmetric SBP operator, ε = 1 and (3.7) hold, we obtain

d

dt

(
‖vt‖2HA + vT M̃v + wT0 R0w0 + wTNRNwN

)
= 0 ,

where wT0, N = [v0, N , (BSv)0, N ] and

R0 =

[−σb0 −1
−1 αh

b0

]
, RN =

[−σbN −1
−1 αh

bN

]
.

Finally, if σ ≤ − 1
αh holds, we have a non-growing energy.

We introduce the penalty-strength parameter γ through

σ = −γ 1

αh
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Hence a value of γ < 1, according to Lemma 3.3, will not result in an energy estimate
and might lead to an unstable scheme.

3.3. Discontinuous media interface

We start by deriving the interface conditions for the continuous problem. Consider the
wave equation

awtt = (bwx)x , x ∈ [−1, 1], t ≥ 0 ,

where a, b > 0 are discontinuous at x = 0 and c =
√
b/a is the wave propagation speed.

Integration by parts leads to
∫ 1

−1

awttwt dx = lim
ε→0

(∫ −ε

−1

(bwx)xwt dx−
∫ ε

1

(bwx)xwt dx

)

= lim
ε→0

(
bwxwt|1−1 − bwxwt|ε−ε −

∫ −ε

−1

bwxwxt dx+

∫ ε

1

bwxwxt dx

)
.

Obtaining an energy estimate requires that w and bwx are continuous across the interface,
i.e., limε→0

(
bwxwt|ε−ε

)
= 0, leading to d

dt

(
‖wt‖2a + ‖wx‖2b

)
= bwxwt|1−1. We consider the

following problem

a1utt = (b1ux)x, −1 ≤ x ≤ 0
a2vtt = (b2vx)x, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1

, (3.10)

where a1 6= a2, b1 6= b2. Continuity at the interface (x = 0) means that

ut = vt , b1ux = b2vx . (3.11)

The first condition (ut = vt) holds if we impose u = v at the interface. This will have
implications for the time discretization. The discrete approximation to (3.11) is given by

uN = v0 , (ut)N = (vt)0 , (B1Sv)N = (B2Sv)0 , (3.12)

where all conditions (also u = v) are written out. If we use the interface conditions
(3.11) and apply homogeneous Neumann conditions (ux = 0) at the outer boundaries
the energy method leads to

d

dt
E = 0 , (3.13)

where the energy is defined as

E = ‖ut‖2a1
+ ‖vt‖2a2

+ ‖ux‖2b1 + ‖vx‖2b2 . (3.14)

We will treat the semi-discrete problem in such a way that we exactly mimic (3.13).
The SAT method for this particular problem (3.10)-(3.11) can formally be written

HA1utt = (−M1 +B1S)u

+τeN (uN − v0)

+β(B1S)TNeN (uN − v0)

+γeN ((B1Su)N + (B2Sv)0)

+σeN ((ut)N − (vt)0)

+SATl

HA2vtt = (−M2 +B2S)v

+τe0(v0 − uN )

+β(B2S)T0 e0(vo − uN )

+γe0((B2Sv)0 − (B1Su)N )

+σe0((vt)0 − (ut)N )

+SATr

(3.15)
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utilizing the discrete conditions (3.12). Here u and v are the solution vectors correspond-
ing to the left and right domain respectively. SATl, r correspond to the outer boundaries
(described in previous sections). The left and right domain is discretized using (N+1)
and (M+1) grid points.

We can have different discretizations in the left and right domains. The only require-
ment for the stability analysis to hold is that we use symmetric SBP operators (see
Definition 2.1) in each of the domains.

If we multiply (3.15) by uTt H and vTt H, respectively, we obtain

d

dt
EH = 2σ vTt D vt , (3.16)

where the discrete energy is defined as

EH = ‖ut‖2HA1
+ ‖vt‖2HA2

+ uTM1u+ vTM2v + IT +BT ,

where IT corresponds to the interface terms, BT the boundary terms, and

D =

[
1 −1
−1 1

]

is a positive semi-definite matrix. The first stability requirement is that σ ≤ 0.
The advantage of choosing σ = 0 is that we can obtain a compact time discretization.

This is also the choice in the computations. However, by choosing σ < 0 we introduce
damping, which will potentially lead to a more robust and less reflective interface treat-
ment. We have not included that numerical study in this paper.

To have a discrete energy we must further show that EH is positive. Certain relations
need to be met to demonstrate this. We begin by recognizing the symmetry conditions

γ = −1

2
, β =

1

2
. (3.17)

The interface term is given by IT = wTRw, where

R =




−τ τ − 1
2

1
2

τ −τ 1
2 − 1

2

− 1
2

1
2

hα
b1

0
1
2 − 1

2 0 hα
b2


 , w =




uN
v0

(B1Su)N
(B2Sv)0


 .

Obtaining an energy estimate requires

τ ≤ −b1 + b2
4hα

, (3.18)

such that R becomes positive semi-definite. Here b1, 2 denotes the local values of b1, 2 at
the interface.

4. 3-D simulations on unstructured grids

By combining symmetric second-derivative SBP operators and the SAT method, to
implement the boundary conditions (see for example (3.9)), we obtain an ODE system
(with N unknowns)

vtt = Qv +G(t)
v(0) = f1 , vt(0) = f2

, (4.1)
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for the discrete solution vector v. In Section 3 we have shown that the matrix Q have
non-positive and real eigenvalues (a necessary stability condition) by utilizing the energy
method. For the second-order accurate case we approximate vtt using the central second-
order scheme resulting in an explicit two-step method (see Mattsson & Nordström (2006)
for details). The present method has been implemented for unstructured tetrahedral grids
using a node-based finite-volume discretization.

4.1. Verification

In the first test we verify the accuracy and stability of the Dirichlet boundary conditions.
The semi-discrete finite volume system, including Dirichlet boundary conditions, can be
written:

H̄Avtt = (−M̄ + B̄Si, b) + ε(B̄Si, b)
T (v − g) + σBi, b(v − g) , (4.2)

where H̄ is the nodal volume, M̄ is the symmetric unstructured volume-integrated Lapla-
cian operator described in Ham et al. (2006). Here B̄Si, b is the volume-integrated gra-
dient operator, which is based on Green-Gauss integration over the one-sided boundary
nodal volumes assuming a linear variation in each associated tetrahedron. Bi, b is the
value of b at the boundary nodes. In the 1-D case we concluded (see Lemma 3.3) that σ
is proportional to h−1. Based on the previous structured 1-D analysis we expect that σ is
proportional to H̄i, b/Ai, b, where Ai, b is the area magnitude and H̄i, b the nodal volume
associated with the boundary node. The penalty parameters ε, σ in (4.2) are completely
analogous to the ones in the 1-D case (3.9).

An energy estimate exists for the choice β = 1 and σ = −γH̄i, b/Ai, b, for some γ
large enough. Unlike the uniform structured 1-D case, it is more complicated to ana-
lytically derive a single sharp value for the minimum borrowing penalty, i.e., γmin, that
is applicable to all unstructured grids. Instead we performed a numerical study. There
was a slight variation of the threshold value at which the simulations become unstable,
although always close to 1, the limit in the 1-D case.

To verify the stability and accuracy of the unstructured implementation, a triply-
periodic tetrahedral mesh was generated around a 2×2×2 array of three cube compounds.
Inspiration for this choice of geometry comes from M. C. Escher’s Waterfall (see Fig. 1).
Our cubes have a characteristic dimension of 0.2, and have center-to-center spacing of
0.5 in a 1 × 1 × 1 box. The simulation of the wave equation in the surrounding volume
requires an unstructured mesh to capture the complex polyhedral boundaries, although
at any resolution the boundaries are precisely represented because all surfaces are planar.
This allows us to generate a series of fine grids starting from a coarse grid by recursively
applying a tetrahedral-splitting algorithm.

A grid convergence study was performed using the sequence of triply-periodic grids
described previously and computing the standing wave problem u = sin(w c t) sin(wx),
with the exact solution as initial condition and time-dependent Dirichlet boundary data.
The convergence rate is calculated as

q = log10

(‖u− v(N1)‖h
‖u− v(N2)‖h

)
/ log10

(
N1

N2

)1/d

, (4.3)

where d is the dimension (here d = 1), u is the analytic solution, and v(N1) the corre-
sponding numerical solution with N1 unknowns. ‖u− v(N1)‖h is the discrete l2 norm of
the error. The results are presented in Table 1, where the grid sizes range from 46,680
tetrahedra up to 23,900,160 tetrahedra on the finest grid. With each grid refinement
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Figure 1. Geometrical details and inspiration for the three cube compounds.

N log(l2) q

46,680 -1.46 -
373,440 -2.08 2.056
2,987,520 -2.69 2.028
23,900,160 -3.30 2.003

∆ x log(l2) q

0.0625 -1.11
0.03125 -1.70 1.97
0.015625 -2.31 2.07
0.0078125 -2.92 2.04
0.00390625 -3.52 2.00

Table 1. Unstructured grid refinement study: reduction in l2 error with grid refinement for
Dirichlet BC (left) and discontinuous interface (right).

the time step was also refined by a factor of 2 such that the temporal integration error
remained small.

In the second test we verify the accuracy for the discontinuous interface. We chose an
analytic solution

u = cos(w1c1t) cos(w1x), x ∈ [−1, 0], t ≥ 0, w1 = (2n+ 1)π, m, n ∈ Z
v = cos(w2c2t) cos(w2x), x ∈ [0, 1], t ≥ 0, w2 = (2m+ 1)π, c2 = c1

w1

w2

,

and compute the solution on a square multi-block domain with a1 = b1 = 1, a2 = b2 =
0.6, n = 1 and m = 2. A convergence study is shown in Table 1 .

4.2. Application

As a qualitative illustration of the method’s capability, we compute the 3-D propagation
of a Gaussian pulse in the volume surrounding the 2× 2× 2 array of 3-cube compounds.
For this case, we made use of the unstructured mesh to significantly extend the grid at
modest cost to help reduce reflections at the far field boundary. The simulations reported
below were run on the finest grid (see Table 1) produced by 3 applications of recursive
tetrahedral refinement to this coarse grid.

To qualitatively investigate the effect of the Dirichlet boundary conditions, the same
simulation was run with homogenous Neumann boundary conditions at the boundaries.
Results from these simulations are compared in Fig. 2. The grid for this simulation
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consisted of 31,126,528 tetrahedra, with constant computational time step ∆t = 0.00025.
Results are plotted on a plane passing through the center of 4 of the polyhedra for 3
times, t = 0.25, t = 0.5, and t = 0.75. The location of the center of the initial pulse
is in this plane and displaced slightly toward the upper right, producing the observed
diagonal symmetry. At t = 0.75 the coarseness of the outer grid (see Fig. 2) can be seen
producing some reflections.

In the last computation we discretize the interior of the 3-cube compounds and use
a1 = b1 = 1 on the outside domain and a2 = b2 = .2 on the inside. We then apply the
discontinuous interface treatment to compute the 3-D propagation of the Gaussian pulse.
The result from that simulation is presented in Figure 2.

5. Conclusions and future work

Time stable boundary treatments are derived for the wave equation on second-order
form and on discontinuous media. We consider an unstructured Finite Volume discretiza-
tion to handle complex geometries in 3-D. The methodology is based on the SBP prop-
erties of the schemes in combination with the SAT penalty technique to impose general
boundary and interface conditions. The efficiency and accuracy of this method has been
verified by numerical simulations.

The next step will be to couple the unstructured finite volume discretization to a high
order finite difference discretization to obtain an efficient hybrid method. That will also
require some effort to handle the far field boundaries using non-refelecting boundary
conditions.
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